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Performing and Visual Arts

The Eliza R. Snow
Society along with LDS 

Philanthropies is very excited 
to be helping the College of 
Performing and Visual Arts in 

their pursuit of raising funds for a tracker-action pipe organ for 
the Department of Music.  

A very generous offer from the Bigelow family, which builds 
these organs, has been made to BYU-Idaho to help provide our 
organ students with the necessary training on this instrument 
and help the University in being able to acquire this essential 
instrument.  In addition to drastically cutting the price of the 
organ, they have agreed to match the first $10,000 raised.  

Daniel Kerr, director of the organ area at BYU-Idaho explains 
the importance and benefits of this instrument for our students.  
The benefits of a tracker-action pipe organ to the musical 
development of the students are significant. “Tracker-action” 
refers to the method of organ construction wherein the link 
between the key and the sounding of the pipe is a network 
of thin wooden strips (trackers) connected by hinges. In this 
way, the organist has a very direct and sensitive control over 
how quickly air enters the pipe and how quickly the pipe 
sounds. This sensitive control requires the player to develop a 
refined and secure technique – much more so than is possible 
to develop with electro-pneumatic or direct-electric actions 
(where the key is no more than an “on-off” switch for the 
pipes). The significance of this key-action on the development 
of organ technique cannot be overstated. An organist who 
develops his or her technique on a tracker-action instrument 
will develop far greater facility and musicality than one who 
does not. Furthermore, a technique developed at a tracker-
action instrument will transfer very positively to all other types 
of keyboards.

All significant university organ programs provide tracker-
action instruments for their students to work with (at both 
undergraduate and graduate programs).  As a point of reference, 
BYU Provo has seven pipe organ practice rooms; four of these 
are tracker-action. Our majors begin their graduate studies in 
organ at a disadvantage when they encounter such organs for 
the first time in their graduate experience.

Additional benefits include a better practice experience for 
the students. Our majors spend three hours a day practicing, 
and the sound of electronic imitation instruments (essentially 
synthesized organ sounds played through loudspeakers) quickly 
becomes aurally fatiguing.  A practice pipe organ also 
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rounds out the overall playing experience for our students. Our 
campus is blessed with fine performance instruments, which 
is significant for their musical development. But they spend 
most of their time interfacing with the practice instruments, 
and since this is where the real work of learning the craft 
takes place, it is important that these instruments also be of 
high quality. To draw a comparison with the piano program, 
we don’t ask our piano majors to practice three hours a day 
on digital keyboards. Their practice rooms have grand pianos, 
for much the same benefits as described above for the tracker 
organ.

Finally, tracker organs last a very long time. The only 
maintenance required is periodic tuning of the pipes, because 
there is nothing in the construction to wear out. The only 
electronic component is the blower, which will eventually need 
replacing (after perhaps 25-30 years). The keyboards may need 
replacing in that same timeframe but only because of the heavy 
daily use this instrument will receive. But the case, pipes and 
action will last many, many decades because there is nothing 
to wear out. (We know this because tracker-action organs are 
the oldest type of organs made – we can document centuries of 
their existence!)




